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R&I Becomes an ECAI Eligible for Basel II
In relation to the New Capital Adequacy Framework (Basel II) which will be applied to
financial institutions from fiscal year 2007, the Financial Services Agency (FSA) announced on
March 30, the External Credit Assessment Institution (ECAI), which provides ratings that can
be used as the criteria for weighing credit risks of asset portfolio. R&I has been placed as one of
the eligible ECAIs.
FSA has approved R&I qualifies FSA’s six eligible criteria - these are objectivity,
independence, transparency, disclosure, resources and credibility.
Upon calculating risk weight of holding assets, financial institutions may use solicited
ratings from eligible ECAIs for each type of claims. Among the ratings R&I discloses as of the
end of March 2007, R&I marks “op” to all unsolicited ratings with exception to some of nonresidential sovereign-related ratings.
R&I updates new rating results as well as the list of Issuer Ratings on the web site. Apart
from this, R&I’s rating information is made available through “R&I Quarterly on Bonds &
Ratings,” a fee-based internet service “Credit Express” and “Bond Rating Data Base” which R&I
delivers rating database through e-mail every day.
R&I favorably evaluates the FSA’s decision as a rule to develop use of credit ratings.
Accordingly, R&I will not only manage ratings adequately, but will also disclose precisely and
actively rating information such as R&I’s actual default ratio and rating transition matrices, as a
rating agency that assists rating users such as financial institution and investors in valuing
credit risks adequately.
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